
“Discrimination” i.e. none of these can
be the basis for treating that student
differently. This could also be interpreted
to mean that schools must discipline
students who do not use artificial
pronouns (schools may be required to
punish objecting students).

IN BRIEF: This act is misleadingly entitled “An Act relative to anti-
discrimination protection for students in public schools” (emphasis added). This
chaotic bill applies to all persons, not just students. Note that schools could still
discriminate on the basis of enrolled status, but could not stop anyone from
becoming enrolled on the basis of any one of the enumerated categories. Nor
could it stop a man claiming to be a woman from using the same school
restrooms as a little girl (say, at a sporting event, etc.).

The language of this bill results in some very odd and/or dramatic consequences,
including:
-since the bill “protects” persons generally (not just students), anybody of any
age could enroll in any class, if application procedures were properly followed.
-there is no age limit on “gender identity,” and thus a 1st-grader could sue a
school for misgendering them (as well as causing that teacher to lose his job).
-this bill subjects schools to compromising and often self-contradicting
requirements.
-this bill requires school sports teams to allow students to compete on any
team of their choosing, so long as that choice is related to “gender-identity.”
Listen to CT female athlete Selina Soule tell her story here.
-this bill could also potentially require schools to teach LGBT-oriented history or
sex education, as happened in CA.
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Note that this applies to all persons,
not just students

“at law” typically involves monetary
damages, while “at equity” typically
means an injunction or some similar
remedy. See link. This allows a
student to sue a teacher/school
district for monetary damages.

What effect would this have on school
sports? The effect is worth noting,
especially since this bill is being pressured
through with minimum reflection and
discussion.

Title IX prohibits discrimination based on
sex in schools. However, Title IX has been
interpreted to mean that schools can
discriminate on the basis of sex, but they
are required to have “equal” sports
opportunities for men and women,
including equitable funding, facilities, etc.

This raises the question: if schools are
required to provide equal funding for male-
sports and female-sports, are they also
required to do the same for each separate
gender? Must they, for example, create a
“agender” league if a student so identifies?
And if not – why not? Is agender less
valuable than male or female?

It is insufficient to respond that an
“agender” league might be created if there
was a “critical mass” of “agender”
students. Is the school disfavoring minority
viewpoints? Grutter v. Bollinger (2003)
suggests that schools may use a “critical
mass” criteria to create more diversity (in
that case, for admissions and race), but
seems to imply that a school could not use
a “critical mass” criteria to restrict
diversity.


